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This collection, ranging from small to large-scale 
paintings is comprised of works containing miniscule human 
figures amid abstract landscapes, signage and the 
employment of colour and tone to create stark 
contrasts. These representations deal with the existential 
queries of mankind within austere settings that are 
amalgamations of life and sterility. 

Untitled  (Landscape  with  Red  Bar) is exemplary of the hybrid quality of 
Koop’s collection. Although this particular example does 
not include one of her signature silhouetted human 
figures, it is a representation of the artist’s intuitive play 
with tone and colour and its varied effects. The barren 
depiction of the landscape is accented with an unexpected 
vertical bar saturated in a vibrant salmon-rose hue, a 
deviant sunset of sorts. Although applied flatly, it 
appears to vibrate and surface three-dimensionally from 
the canvas. In others, such as Untitled (Note for the hybrid human ), 2009, 
nature is transposed onto a large billboard as though the 
obtrusiveness of its depiction is the only manner in which it 
can reach the humans that gaze from below. 

Koop emphasizes the existential human condition in an 
increasingly urbanized world, one that thrives off of the 
ephemeral as opposed to the eternal. She does this by 
portraying humans alone and alienated within 
incomprehensibly vast and sterile environments.  
Although aesthetically simplistic, her oeuvre is both 
informed and relevant, with works creating a profound 
sense of identification in the viewer. Untitled (Miracle),  for 
instance, appears to reference the Hudson Bay plane 
crash of January 2009. Untitled (Floodway) is perhaps 
quietly attempting an existential response in the viewer, 
seeking a link with the lone subject.

Overall, an exhibition that is contemporary in its subject 
matter and choice of colour, Koop is equally inventive in 
her portrayal of humankind and our surroundings, making 
these works highly interpretive. In the View From Here, 
Koop has attempted to unravel the modern forces that 
drive us in a poignant and haunting collection.


